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Prologue
This case study will show several oil wells drilled in the Permian Basin, Texas. The
Ellison Fluid Calipers (EFC) fluid caliper report will be shown, followed by the
corresponding cement report from the cementer. There will be a summary page
with calculations for each well to demonstrate the accuracy of fluid calipers.
•

The first photo for each well will show Ellison Fluid Calipers' fluid caliper report
and invoice. This report was left on location with the E&P company man. The
report was also emailed to the designated E&P employees, including the
petroleum engineers.

•

The second photo is the cement report from the cementer. It is important to
note that this is not the W-15 cement report filed with the Texas Railroad
Commission, as those aren’t as detailed. Instead this is the actual cement
report that the cementer provided to the E&P.

It is important to note that EFC advises customers that our results have a margin of
error of +/-10% of actual annular volume. Oftentimes, we are much more accurate
than 10%, but there are many factors that come into play. These can include hole
conditions, geology, drilling methods and human factors.
Additionally, the cement volumes that EFC gives on the report is for the actual
annular volume. The E&P will add their desired circulation volumes to our reported
volumes. Any amount of excess cement for circulation is determined solely by the
E&P and in accordance with their corporate policies. EFC is not privy to that
information in advance.
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Well #1: EFC Fluid Caliper Report

EFC determined that the annular volume of the
hole to TD was 1251 ft³. Washout was 54% over
true hole annular volume.
Customers very often request for EFC to run the
fluid caliper on the last stand or joint before TD.
Fluid calipers can be run while drilling or after TD.
Our marker can be run as little as 5 minutes before
or after a bottoms-up sweep.
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Well #1: Cement Report

Cementer pumped 295 bbl or 1656 ft³
Circulation returned 75 bbl or 421 ft³, meaning the
fluid caliper was +16 ft³ over actual annular volume
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Well #1: Summary
As seen on the previous pages:

•

The fluid caliper calculated the actual cement needed to circulate behind the 13
3/8” casing was 1251 ft³. This equated to a 54% washout.

•

Upon receiving the fluid caliper report, the E&P instructed the cementer to
pump 295 bbl (295 bbl x 5.6146 ft³ /bbl = 1656 ft³). This equates to an excess
of 32% over the fluid caliper volume.*

•

The cementer circulated 75 bbls back to the surface (75 bbl x 5.6146 ft³ /bbl =
494 ft³).

•

Pumped:
1656 ft³
Circulated:
421 ft³
Actual Hole Volume: 1235 ft³

•

These results show the fluid caliper of 1251 ft³ being off of the actual hole
volume by only 16 ft³ or 2.8 bbl. The difference was +1.3%.

* It is important to note that every E&P and petroleum engineer has a different
philosophy regarding appropriate excess amounts for circulation.
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Well #2: EFC Fluid Caliper Report

EFC determined that the annular volume of the
hole to TD was 2198 ft³. Washout was 71% over
true hole annular volume.
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Well #2: Cement Report

Cementer pumped 569 bbl or 3195 ft³
Circulation returned 167 bbl or 938 ft³, meaning the
fluid caliper was -59 ft³ under actual annular volume
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Well #2: Summary
As seen on the previous pages:

•

The fluid caliper calculated the actual cement needed to circulate behind the 13
3/8” casing was 2198 ft³. This equated to a 71% washout.

•

Upon receiving the fluid caliper report, the E&P instructed the cementer to
pump 569 bbl (569 bbl x 5.6146 ft³ /bbl = 3195 ft³). This equates to an excess
of 45% over the fluid caliper volume.*

•

The cementer circulated 167 bbls back to the surface (167 bbl x 5.6146 ft³ /bbl
= 938 ft³).

•

Pumped:
3195 ft³
Circulated:
938 ft³
Actual Hole Volume: 2257 ft³

•

These results show the fluid caliper of 2198 ft³ being off of the actual hole
volume by only 59 ft³ or 10.5 bbl. The difference was -2.6%.

* It is important to note that every E&P and petroleum engineer has a different
philosophy regarding appropriate excess amounts for circulation.
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